Hi,

Is there any solution that support container env where IPSec can be implemented between pods. I haven 'not found any documentation related to that. Also is there any document that clearly says about configuring IPsec between 2 hosts using X509 using Openssl self-sign.

Thanks,
//Akash
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**Related issues:**

Related to Feature #3288: Is strongSwan is recommended for kubernetes?  
New 10.12.2019

---

**History**

1 - 10.12.2019 14:23 - Tobias Brunner  
- Related to Feature #3288: Is strongSwan is recommended for kubernetes? added

2 - 20.04.2020 23:13 - Alvin Estrada  
Check this example about how to implement an IPSec server on kubernetes, I've tested it and works properly.  
[https://gist.github.com/adawolfs/2ea9e823e3dbb3e92a6f381959ec0530](https://gist.github.com/adawolfs/2ea9e823e3dbb3e92a6f381959ec0530)